Quantitative accuracy in mass spectrometry based proteomics of complex samples: the impact of labeling and precursor interference.
Knowing the limit of quantification is important to accurately judge the results from proteomics studies. In order to investigate isobaric labels in combination with peptide pre-fractionation by high resolution isoelectric focusing in terms of limit of detection, quantitative accuracy and how to improve it, we used a human cell lysate spiked with 57 protein standards providing reference points across a wide concentration range. Specifically, the impact of precursor mixing (isolation interference and reporter ion interference) on quantitative accuracy was investigated by co-analyzing iTRAQ (8-plex) and TMT (6-plex) labeled peptides. A label-free analysis was also performed. Peptides, labeled or label-free, were analyzed by LC-MS/MS (Orbitrap Velos). We identified 3386 proteins by the label-free approach, 4466 with iTRAQ and 5961 with TMT. A linear range of quantification down to 1fmol was indicated for both isobaric and label-free analysis workflows, with an upper limit exceeding 60fmol. Our results indicate that 6-plex TMT is more sensitive than 8-plex iTRAQ. For isobaric labels, quantitative accuracy was affected by precursor mixing. Based on our evaluation on precursor mixing and accuracy of isobaric label quantification, we propose a cut off of <30% isolation interference for peptide spectrum matches (PSMs) used in the quantification. Quantitative proteome analysis by mass spectrometry offers opportunities for biological research. However, knowing the limit of quantification in biological samples is important to accurately judge the results. By using a high-complexity sample spiked with protein standards of known concentrations, we investigated the quantification limits of label-free and label-based peptide quantification, including an evaluation of precursor mixing and its impact on quantification accuracy by isobaric labels. We suggest limits of allowed precursor interference and believe that this study contributes with information useful in proteome quantification by mass spectrometry.